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Our target article “Coactivation in bilingual grammars: A computational account of code mixing” (Goldrick, Putnam, & Schwarz, in press) aimed to provide a framework that would begin to unify psycholinguistic and formal grammatical approaches to code mixing. We situated our account within a large body of psycholinguistic and phonetic evidence suggesting that, under many conditions, multiple representational elements simultaneously occupy (to varying degrees) a single position within a linguistic structure. The presence of such blends in multilingual cognition is not compatible with many formal grammatical approaches that assume mental representations are necessarily discrete.

Using the Gradient Symbolic Computation architecture (Smolensky, Goldrick, & Mathis, 2014), we developed a formal framework that addresses this challenge. It is based on 3 principles, which we summarize and clarify below:

1. **Probabilistic grammars with weighted constraints**: The grammar defining variation in the mapping between meaning and syntactic structures is specified by numerically weighted constraints. These weights are acquired, reflecting both the speaker’s experience and the prior constraints imposed by the learning algorithm.

2. **Gradient blends of grammars**: Any particular instance of code mixing reflects a weighted blend of the grammars that results from the process of acquiring multilingual competence (including experience with code mixing).
3. **Gradient blends in linguistic representation**: Multiple representational elements can, under certain conditions, simultaneously occupy (to varying degrees) a single position within a linguistic structure.

We are pleased that our proposal stimulated such a vigorous discussion from researchers representing a variety of methodological and theoretical approaches to code mixing. In our reply, we discuss the core issues raised in the commentaries. We first discuss two issues that have general implications for the study of code mixing; we then turn to specific points related to our proposal.

**General issues in theories of code mixing**

**The role of blends in theories of code mixing**

Coactivation is a central claim of well-established psycholinguistic models of language processing in monolinguals (Dell, 1986) and bilinguals (Djiskstra & van Heuven, 1998). Key to such accounts is that in blended representations multiple elements can be present to varying degrees. In some cases, two representations are both strongly present—as in the doubling constructions we review, or in phonological mixtures of two words as discussed by Deuchar and Biberauer (in press). These extreme cases of coactivation are but the tip of the iceberg. In most instances of bilingual language processing, it appears that one representation very strongly dominates processing; other representations are much more weakly activated. Such coactivation manifests in reaction times and phonetic data, rather than visibly as in blended productions. Critically, these reaction time (Starreveld, De Groot, Rosmark, & Van Hell, 2014) and phonetic (Goldrick, Runnqvist, & Costa, 2014) effects are dynamic and specific to particular novel processing contexts,
suggesting they do not solely reflect stored patterns of usage (pace Poplack & Torres Cacoullos, in press).

Our discussion focused on doubling constructions as these provided a clear instance of the interaction between coactivation and discrete representations in grammar. But our account generalizes from such extreme cases to the most extreme situations where one representation strongly dominates processing (as illustrated in Figure 4 of our paper and the surrounding text). Our proposal is therefore not grounded solely in doubling constructions (pace Deuchar & Biberauer, in press; Gulberg & Parafita Couto, in press; López, in press), but is situated in a rich tradition of psycholinguistic work that any theory of bilingual language knowledge and use must account for.

Note as well that our proposal does not claim that strongly activated blend states are typical or common. The need to constrain blends is a computational problem that must be addressed across many cognitive domains (Smolensky, Goldrick, & Mathis, 2014). The ubiquity of blends in (bilingual) cognition suggests that cognitive computations are not fully discrete, yet the highly restricted distribution of the degree of blending suggests that cognitive computations are not fully gradient. Our framework—and Gradient Symbolic Computation more generally—addresses this challenge head on, aiming to find the appropriate balance between the gradient and the discrete.

Finally, while strongly activated blend states are rare, the resulting doubling constructions are not anomalous (pace Poplack & Torres Cacoullos, in press); they
exhibit reliable, structurally driven patterns that theories must account for (Chan, 2015; Hicks, 2010).

**Beyond blends: Learning and control**

Although blended representations play a key role in explaining bilingual language processing in general, and code mixing in particular, they by no means constitute a complete theory. Below we discuss two additional components that must be incorporated into any complete theory of code mixing.

*Learning multilingual grammars.* Our approach focused on how a bilingual would integrate the grammatical knowledge they have already acquired. We were relatively agnostic on the precise structure of this acquisition process, simply emphasizing the role that experience plays in shaping such knowledge. However, it is clear that greater specificity is required if we are to account for the enormous intra- and inter-speaker variation in code mixing (Bhatt, in press; Gullberg & Parafita Couto, in press; Hartsuiker, in press; Poplack & Torres Cacoullos, in press).

An issue common to both monolingual and multilingual learning that any theory must address is the contribution of prior constraints on the structure of the learning algorithm to the outcome of learning (Veríssimo, in press; see Goldrick & Larson, 2010, for discussion in the context of learning of stochastic phonological patterns). With respect to multilingual learning specifically, theories of multilingual grammars must specify how learning reflects the dynamic, bidirectional interaction between the grammatical systems of multiple languages (Bobb & Hoshino, in press; Sorace, in press). This is a clear challenge that current formal learning theories do not address in any systematic way.
Control. While our account integrates some aspects of psycholinguistic and formal grammatical approaches to code mixing, it is far from a complete integration. Like other grammatical accounts, our proposal is stated at a high level of abstraction, specified in terms of a probabilistic mapping between inputs and outputs. It does not specify how this mapping is computed, which represents a central focus of psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic theories of code mixing. Clearly, the mechanisms by which speakers control the language of production make a strong contribution to patterns of code mixing (Green, in press; Sorace, in press). Theories of code mixing have, up to this point, failed to precisely articulate the relative contribution of these mechanisms vs. grammatical knowledge to code mixing patterns. In our estimation, theories incorporating control have not sufficiently specified the role of highly structured grammatical knowledge; theories incorporating such grammatical knowledge have not articulated the contribution of control. This is a clear challenge that the field must address.

Issues for the Gradient Symbolic Computation Account

Input to the grammar

Our proposal left relatively unspecified the nature of the input to the grammatical component that was the focus of our analysis of doubling constructions. Our focus in this analysis was linearization: determining the surface syntactic structures specifying word order. In the input to linearization, language-specific representations of lexical items are associated with grammatical functions (e.g., argument structure). In the output, lexical items are placed within surface syntactic structures. This roughly corresponds to the mapping between functional
and positional levels of grammatical encoding in psycholinguistic theories (Garrett, 1975, et seq.).

What is the source of the input to this linearization process? Building on models of speech production, we assume that the input is determined by at least two processes. First, encoding of the message the speaker wants to communicate (defined over semantic representations that are largely shared between languages, as discussed by Hartsuiker, in press); and second, a mapping from the elements of this message to the lexical items and grammatical functions. Clearly, additional work is needed to specify the structure of these components of the grammatical system. If, as we propose, blend representations are allowed to be the output of these processes (and hence input to linearization), it is important that we clarify the restrictions on the grammatical properties of such blend representations (as discussed in López, in press).

**Conceptual and empirical extensions of our account**

Our intent was to introduce a framework for researchers to test out their own proposals for code mixing; a means by which proposals could be formalized and their predictions clearly articulated. We are delighted that van Hell, Cohen, and Grey (in press) and Veríssimo (in press) took the opportunity to explore our approach. Veríssimo’s analysis examines how probabilistic grammars can be used to model distinctions between native- and non-native compound formation. Van Hell et al. explore the predictions made by gradient variations in input activation. This illustrates the complex interactions that can occur between lexically-specific and
structural factors in code mixing. We look forward to the further development of such accounts and empirical assessment of their predictions.

Other commentaries identified particular areas that warrant deeper investigation within our framework. Gullberg and Parafita Couto (in press) discuss cases that may appear to challenge our account—when conflicting word order does not give rise to doubling (as discussed in our paper) but rather to mixed phrases, containing elements from both languages but no doubling. As noted above, while blended representations are possible in our account, they are strongly dispreferred. In fact, as shown in the Appendix of our paper, our analysis predicts that mixed constructions will have much higher probability that blends. In ongoing work (Putnam & Goldrick, submitted), we explore such mixed structures in greater detail, examining how our framework accounts for the broad empirical patterns Gullberg and Parafita Couto have observed in mixed determiner phrases.

Other types of blended constructions are a clear target for a Gradient Symbolic analysis. Bhatt (in press) discusses portmanteau sentences, where a constituent in one language is shared with a structure in another language. Bhatt illustrates how this could be characterized using a blended representation (with the shared constituent simultaneously occupying positions in two distinct phrases). We suggest that while this blended structure violates well-established structural constraints, there may be contexts where other constraints compel violation of such considerations in favor of the blended structure. Muysken (in press) discusses more complex instances of blending, where portions of a collocational expression are embedded (in a sometimes discontinuous fashion) within the structural frame of
another language. Analyzing such complex blends will require a fuller understanding of the representation of multiword expressions (see Brehm & Goldrick, submitted, for discussion); this will allow more precise predictions to be made about how such constructions will interact with other structural constraints contributed from both conflicting grammars in the optimization process.

**Conclusions**

While there is a clear need for greater quantitative data (Poplack & Torres Cacoullos, in press), psycholinguistic and formal grammatical investigations of code mixing have yielded tremendous insights into the computations and processes underlying this aspect of multilingual cognition. We hope that our framework has provided some initial steps towards integrating these traditions and pointed towards several interesting areas of future investigation.
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